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1076 Chie-Ping Chuoordinates that among all equal-area spherial bands the �rst Dirihlet eigenvaluedereases as the band moves toward the north pole. If we treat these equal-area spherialbands through ylindrial oordinates (we think that for equal-area spherial bands itis natural to use this oordinate system), then the Legendre equation would appear. Itfollows that we ould obtain not only the monotoniity of those �rst eigenvalues as aorollary of Theorem 2, but we also give some estimates for those smallest eigenvalues.In partiular, we ould loate (sharp in ertain ases) the �rst Dirihlet eigenvalue ofthe equal-area spherial ap (whih is the band ontaining the north pole, see Setion 3)between n(n+1) and (n+1)(n+2) with positive integer n depending only on the area(see Theorem 3). It turns out that we an get a universal lower bound depending onlyon the area of the above mentioned �rst eigenvalues. Moreover, by the same tehnique,we ould also get similar results for the �rst Dirihlet eigenvalues on general surfaes ofrevolution (Setion 4).2. Main resultsDenote the (unique) point in [a; a+h℄ whih attains the maximum value of ua(z) by z0.Then �rst we will give some information about the position of z0 and the shape of ua:Theorem 1.(i) a + 12h < z0 � M for a 2 (� 12h; 1 � h) where M = �a�+(a+h)�2 �1=� fora 2 [0; 1�h) andM = 121=�(a+h) for a 2 (� 12h; 0), with � > 1 satisfying (a+h)2 � ��1�+1 .(ii) For a 2 [� 12h; 1 + h), ua(z) � ua(z�) for z 2 [a; a + 12h℄ where z� is thereetion point of z with respet to z = a+ 12h.(iii) For a 2 12h; 0), u0(z) > ju0(�z)j for z 2 (a; 0).(iv) For a 2 [� 12h; 1� h), u0a(a) � �u0a(a+ h) = ju0a(a+ h)j.Proof. Fix a 2 [� 12h; 1�h). For onveniene, we write � for �a and u(z) for ua(z)here. Consider w(z) = u(�z) for z 2 [�a� h;�a℄. Then[(1� z2)w0℄0(z) + �w(z) = 0 in (�a� h;�a)w(�a� h) = w(�a) = 0: (2)We will omplete the proof of Theorem 1 through the folling Lemmas 1 - 5.Lemma 1. For a 2 [� 12h; 1� h), u0(z) > 0 in (a; z0), u0(z) < 0 in (z0; a+ h) andu00(z) < 0 in (a; a+ h).Proof. Sine [(1� z2)u0℄0(z) = ��u(z) < 0, we know that (1� z2)u0(z) is stritlydereasing in (a; a+h) whih implies that u0(z) > 0 in (a; z0) and u0(z) < 0 in (z0; a+h)by the fat that u0(z0) = 0. To prove that u00(z) < 0 in (a; a + h), �rst we onsiderthe ase a < 0. We see that in (a; 0) the inreasing of 1 � z2 implies that u0(z) mustbe dereasing, hene u00(z) < 0 in (a; 0). Similarly we ould know that w00(z) < 0 in(�a � h; 0) from (2) and it follows immediately that u00(z) < 0 in (0; a+ h). Besides,a diret omputation shows that u00(0) = ��u(0) < 0. In summary, if a < 0, we haveu00(z) < 0 in (a; a+ h). As for the ase a � 0, taking aount of the inreasing of 1� z2in (�a � h;�a) we get that w0(z) is dereasing hene w00(z) < 0 in (�a � h;�a). Itfollows that u00(z) < 0 in (a; a+ h)



Some Properties of Legendre Funtions 1077Lemma 2. z0 > a+ 12h for a 2 (� 12h; 1� h).Proof. First we reet u(z) with respet to the line z = a + 12h. Let z� = 2(a +12h)� z be the reetion point of z with respet to z = a+ 12h and de�ne t(z) = u(z�)for z 2 [a; a+ h℄. Then [1� (z�)2℄t00(z) + 2z�t0(z) + �t(z) = 0 (3)or ddzn[1� (z�)2℄ dtdzo+ �t(z) = 0 (30)in (a; a+ h) with t(a) = t(a+ h) = 0. Now that u(z) satis�es (1) would implyZ a+ 12ha (1� z2)[u0(z)℄2dz � [1� (a+ 12h)2℄u0(a+ 12h)u(a+ 12h)= � Z a+ 12ha u2(z)dzwhile (30) and t(a+ h) = 0 implyZ a+ha+ 12h[1� (z�)2℄ [t0(z)℄2dz + [1� (a+ 12h)2℄t0(a+ 12h)t(a+ 12h)= � Z a+ha+ 12h t2(z) dz:Suppose z0 � a+ 12h. Then u0(a + 12h) � 0 and aordingly t0(a+ 12h � 0. It followsthat Z a+ 12ha (1� z2)[u0(z)℄2dz � � Z a+ 12ha u2(z) dz (4)and Z a+ha+ 12h(1� z2)[t0(z)℄2dz < Z a+ha+ 12h[1� (z�)2℄ [t0(z)℄2dz � � Z a+ha+ 12h t2(z) dz: (5)Sine u(a+ 12h) = t(a+ 12h), so the funtion k de�ned by k(z) = u(z) for z 2 [a; a+ 12h℄and k(z) = t(z) for z 2 [a+ 12h; a+ h℄ is in Ha. But from (4) - (5) we getR a+ha (1� z2)[k0(z)℄2dzR a+ha k2(z) dz < �whih ontradits the variational priniple. Hene z0 > a+ 12h



1078 Chie-Ping ChuLemma 3. When a � 0, then z0 � �pa�+(a+h)��p2 and when a < 0, then z0 � a+h�p2where � > 1 satis�es (a+ h)2 � ��1�+1 .Proof. First we onsider the ase a � 0. For z 2 (a; a+ h) let x = z� where � > 1satis�es (a+ h)2 � ��1�+1 . Then for x 2 (a�; (a+ h)�), from (1), u(z(x)) would satisfy�2x2�(2=�)(1� x2=�)u00(x) + �x[(�� 1)x�(2=�) � (�+ 1)℄u0(x) + �u(x) = 0 (10)with u(x) = 0 at x = (a + h)�. Observe that the oeÆient of u0(x) in (10) is non-negative. From [3: Theorem 2.1℄ it reveals that u0(x) < 0 for x 2 �a�+(a+h)�2 ; (a+h)��.It follows that u(z) is dereasing from z = �a�+(a+h)�2 �1=� straightforward to z = a+h.Seondly, onsider the ase a < 0. We only transform (1) as in the previous asefor z 2 (0; a+ h) to (10) for x 2 (0; (a+ h)�). Then we ould know that u0(x) < 0 in� (a+h)�2 ; (a+ h)�� and to get that u(z) is dereasing from z = a+h�p2 straightforward toz = a+ hLemma 4. For eah a 2 [� 12h; 1� h) we have:(i) u0(a) � �u0(a+ h).(ii) u(z) � u(z�) for z 2 (a; a+ 12h) where z� is the reetion point of z with respetto z = a+ 12h.Proof. Let t(z) be de�ned as in the proof of Lemma 2. We also de�ne�(z) = u(z)� t(z) = u(z)� u(z�) for z 2 [a; a+ h℄:Then �(z) � ��(z�)�0(z) � ��0(z�))and for z 2 (a; a+ h) it satis�es(1� z2)�00(z)� 2z�0(z) + ��(z) = 4(a+ 12h)�[z � (a+ 12h)℄t00(z) + t0(z)	with �(a) = �(a + h) = 0. Sine z0 > a + 12h, so z�0 < z0 and u(z) is inreasingfor z 2 [z�0 ; z0℄. Hene �(z) = u(z) � u(z�) < 0 and �0(z) = u0(z) + u0(z�) > 0 forz 2 [z�0 ; a+ 12h℄. We laim that �(z) � 0 for z 2 (a; z�0). Then we would have �0(a) � 0by the fat that �(a) = 0. In fat, suppose there were a point z1 2 (a; z�0) and a onstantÆ > 0 suh that �(z1) = 0 as well as �(z) > 0 for z 2 (z1 � Æ; z1) � (a; z1) and �(z) < 0for z 2 (z1; z�0). Then �0(z1) � 0. These yieldu(z�1)� t(z�1) = �(z�1) = ��(z1) = 0u0(z�1)� t0(z�1) = �0(z�1) = �0(z1) � 0:Observe thatZ a+hz�1 (1� z2)[t0(z)℄2dz � Z a+hz�1 [1� (z�)2℄ [t0(z)℄2dz= Z a+hz�1 [(z�)2 � z2℄ [t0(z)℄2dz= � Z a+hz�1 t(z) ddz�[z2 � (z�)2℄[�t0(z)℄	dz � �[z21 � (z�1)2℄t0(z�1)	t(z�1):



Some Properties of Legendre Funtions 1079Also, that u(z) satis�es (1) would yieldZ z�1a (1� z2)[u0(z)℄2dz = � Z z�1a u2(z) dz + [1� (z�1)2℄u0(z�1)u(z�1):Moreover, from (30) and t(a+ h) = 0 we haveZ a+hz�1 [1� (z�)2℄ [t0(z)℄2dz = � Z a+hz�1 t2(z)dz � (1� z21) t0(z�1) t(z�1):Adding the three identities together and taking into aount u(z�1) = t(z�1) we getZ z�1a (1� z2)[u0(z)℄2dz + Z a+hz�1 (1� z2)[t0(z)℄2dz= �"Z z�1a u2(z) dz + Z a+hz�1 t2(z) dz#� Z a+hz�1 t(z) ddz�[z2 � (z�)2℄ [�t0(z)℄	dz+ [1� (z�1)2℄ [u0(z�1)� t0(z�1)℄u(z�1)< �"Z z�1a u2(z) dz + Z a+hz�1 t2(z) dz#
(6)

where the last inequality is due to u0(z�1) � t0(z�1) as well as that [z2�(z�)2℄ and [�t0(z)℄are both stritly inreasing for z 2 (z�1 ; a+ h) (sine z�1 > z0 > a+ 12h) and that t(z) ispositive there. So the integrand ofZ a+hz�1 t(z) ddz�[z2 � (z�)2℄ [�t0(z)℄	dzis positive everywhere. Now we de�ne a funtion � in [a; a + h℄ by �(z) = u(z) forz 2 [a; z�1 ℄ and �(z) = t(z) for z 2 [z�1 ; a+ h℄ (reall that by assumption u(z�1) = t(z�1)).It follows from (6) that R a+ha (1� z2)[�0(z)℄2dzR a+ha �2(z) dz < �whih would raise a ontradition as in the proof of Lemma 2. This proves our laim tobe true, that is, �(z) = u(z)� u(z�) � 0 for z 2 (a; a+ 12h)�0(a) = u0(a) + u0(a�) = u0(a) + u0(a+ h) � 0and the proof is ompleted



1080 Chie-Ping ChuLemma 5. If a 2 (� 12h; 0), then u0(z) > ju0(�z)j for z 2 (a; 0).Proof. For z 2 (a;�a), de�ne v(z) = u(z)�u(�z). Then v is an odd funtion and[(1� z2)v0℄0(z) + �v(z) = 0 in (a;�a):Knowing that z0 > a+ 12h > 0, we onsider �rst the ase 0 < z0 < �a. Sine u0(z) > 0for z 2 (�z0; z0), so v(z) = u(z) � u(�z) < 0 and v0(z) = u0(z) + u0(�z) > 0 forz 2 (�z0; 0). Also, a diret omputation yields v0(�z0) = u0(�z0) > 0.We laim that v(z) < 0 in (a;�z0). In fat, if there were a point z = �z1 2 (a;�z0)suh that v(�z1) = 0, then we would have u(�z1) = u(z1). Sine the �rst eigenvalue ofproblem (1) is non-degenerate, it follows from a standard symmetrization argument thatu(z) must be symmetri in (�z1; z1) and attain the maximum at z = 0 whih induesa ontradition, hene the laim is true. Aordingly, [(1� z2)v0℄0(z) = ��v(z) > 0 in(a;�z0) whih implies that (1� z2)v0(z) is inreasing in (a;�z0).Next we laim that v0(z) > 0 in (a;�z0). Indeed, if there were a point z = �z2 2(a;�z0) suh that v0(�z2) = 0 and v0(z) > 0 in (�z2;�z0), let m(z) = v0(z) in [�z2; z2℄.Then m is even and positive in (�z2; z2) and it satis�es[(1� z2)m℄00(z) + �m(z) = 0 for z 2 (�z2; z2) with m(�z2) = m(z2) = 0:Let w(z) = (1� z2)m(z) for z 2 (�z2; z2). Then w(z) > 0 for z 2 (0; z2) and satis�esw00(z) + �w(z)1� z2 = 0 for z 2 (0; z2) with ( w(z2) = 0w0(0) = m0(0) = 0: (7)We see that (�;w(z)) is the �rst eigenpair for the mixed boundary eigenvalue problem(7). On the other hand, let n(z) = u0(z). We de�ne q(z) = (1� z2)n(z) for z 2 (0; z0℄and q(z) = 0 for z 2 (z0; z2). Then q(z0) = 0, q will be a Lipshitz ontinuous funtionin (0; z2) and it would satisfy the di�erential equation in (7) for z 2 (0; z0). Sine thein�mum of the orresponding Rayleigh quotient for (7) in (0; z2) is attained by w(z) withvalue being � and the Rayleigh quotient of q(z) over (0; z2) equals �, too (notie thatq(z) � 0 in [z0; z2)), the variational priniple tells that owing to that � is non-degenerate(see [2: p.164℄), we would have q(z) � w(z) in (0; z2) for some non-zero onstant .But q0(0) = u0(0) 6= 0 = w0(0) raises a ontradition. Hene our laim is true, andwe have v0(z) > 0 in (a;�z0℄. Thus u0(z) > �u0(�z) = ju0(�z)j for z 2 (a;�z0℄.Moreover, we know that u0(z) > 0 and is stritly dereasing in (�z0; z0), hene we alsohave u0(z) > u0(�z) = ju0(�z)j for z 2 (�z0; 0).As for the ase z0 > �a notie that, now in (a;�a), u0(z) > 0 and is dereasing, itis easy to see the statement to be trueThrough Lemmas 1 - 5 we have ompleted the proof of Theorem 1. Now we aregoing to apply Theorem 1 to prove the monotoniity of �a:Theorem 2. If a < b are both in [� 12h; 1� h), then �a > �b.Proof. We write u for ua in this proof for onveniene. Set d = b � a > 0 andde�ne j(z) = u(z � d) for z 2 (b; b+ h). Then j 2 Hb (reall that, for  2 [� 12h; 1� h),



Some Properties of Legendre Funtions 1081H = W 1;20 (; + h)). We see that Ha and Hb form a one-one orrespondene via thistranslation. It is trivial that R a+ha u2(z) dz = R b+hb j2(z) dz. We will show thatZ a+ha (1� z2)[u0(z)℄2dz > Z b+hb (1� z2)[j0(z)℄2dzif a < b. Then the theorem will be true from the variational priniple.First onsider the ase a < 0. Sine z0 > a+ 12h � 0, we have u0(z) > 0 for z 2 (a; 0).Let A = nz 2 (0; a+ h) : ju0(z)j = u0(�) for some � 2 (a; 0)o:Then A is an open interval ontained in (0; a + h). Write B = A + d to be the settranslated from A by the distane d. Then we haveZ a+ha (1� z2)[u0(z)℄2dz � Z b+hb (1� z2)[j0(z)℄2dz=  Z 0a + ZA+ Z(0;a+h)�A! (1� z2)[u0(z)℄2dz� Z da+d+ ZB + Z(d;a+h+d)�B! (1� z2)[j0(z)℄2dz= I + II> 0where I = �Z 0a + ZA� (1� z2)[u0(z)℄2dz � Z da+d+ ZB! (1� z2)[j0(z)℄2dzII = Z(0;a+h)�A(1� z2)[u0(z)℄2dz � Z(d;d+h)�B(1� z2)[j0(z)℄2dz:Now we prove that I > 0. In fat, for eah � 2 (a; 0) we know that there exists a unique� 2 A suh that u0(�) = ju0(�)j = j0(� + d) = jj0(� + d)j. Then�Z 0a + ZA� (1� z2)[u0(z)℄2dz = Z 0a [(1� �2) + (1� �2)℄ [u0(�)℄2d�and Z da+d+ ZB! (1� z2)[j0(z)℄2dz = Z 0a �[1� (� + d)2℄ + [1� (� + d)2℄	[j0(� + d)℄2d�:By Theorem 1 we know that � + � > 0 whih implies[(1� �2) + (1� �2)℄ [u0(�)℄2 � [1� (� + �)2 + 1� (� + d)2℄ [j0(� + d)℄2= [u0(�)℄2[2�d+ 2�d+ 2d2℄= 2d[u0(�)℄2[� + � + d℄> 0



1082 Chie-Ping Chufor eah d > 0. Hene I > 0.Next we prove that II > 0. In fat, for z 2 (0; a+ h)�A, (1� z2) is dereasing, soII = Z(0;a+h)�A(1� z2)[u0(z)℄2dz � Z(0;a+h)�A[1� (z + d)2℄ [j0(z + d)℄2dz= Z(0;a+h)�A �(1� z2)� [1� (z + d)2℄	[u0(z)℄2dz> 0:Seondly, onsider the ase a > 0. Sine (1 � z2) is dereasing in (a; a + h), theresult is easily seen to be true as the previous omputation in the proof of II > 0The tehnique of proving II > 0 in Theorem 2 ould be used to get some general-ization of Theorem 2. Also the monotoniity of �a reveals that the distane betweentwo onseutive zeros of any Legendre funtion would be shorter as the zeros get larger.We have the followingCorollary 1. Let �a be the �rst eigenvalue of the Dirihlet- Sturm-Liouville oper-ator ddz [p(z) ddz ℄ over (a; a+ h) with p being positive and ontinuous in [a; a+ h℄. If p isdereasing in (a; a+ h), then �a will derease with respet to a.Corollary 2. Suppose p� is a solution of the di�erential equation in (1) over (�1; 1)with �(� + 1) = �, and y1 < y2 < y3 are onseutive zeros of p� with y1 � y0 where y0is the largest non-positive zero of p�. Then y3 � y2 < y2 � y1.Proof. If y3 � y2 � y2 � y1, then from Theorem 2 and "domain monotoniity "of the �rst Dirihlet eigenvalues (see [1: p.100℄), p� would not satisfy the di�erentialequation in (1) over both (y1; y2) and (y2; y3) with the same �, whih is a ontradition3. AppliationsDenote by S2 the unit sphere in R3. For a 2 [ 12h; 1� h), let Da be the spherial bandon S2 parametrized aording to ylindrial oordinates:b(z; �) = �(1� z2)1=2 os �; (1� z2)1=2 sin �; z�for a < z < a+ h and 0 � � < 2�. We see that eah Da has the same area 2�h, that isthe equal-area of Da implies the irrelevane of h to a. The Beltrami-Laplae operatoron S2 in our oordinates is written as4 = ��z h(1� z2) ��z i+ ���h 11� z2 ���i:Due to the non-degeneray of the �rst Dirihlet eigenvalue, the orresponding eigen-funtion is independent of �, so ua(z) (in Setion 1) is the eigenfuntion orrespondingto the �rst eigenvalue �a for the Laplaian in Da with Dirihlet boundary ondition.Hene we know:



Some Properties of Legendre Funtions 1083Corollary 3. The �rst Dirihlet eigenvalue is dereasing as the spherial bandmoved toward the north pole.Now we will give some estimates of �a. First we shall give a lower bound of the �rstDirihlet eigenvalue of the spherial ap D0 (de�ned later), whih would turn out to bea universal lower bound of all �a for a 2 [� 12h; 1� h).Let D0 be the spherial ap parametrized by b(z; �) for z 2 (1�h; 1℄ and � 2 [0; 2�).As before the �rst Dirihlet eigenfuntion will be independent of �. Let (�0; u0) bethe �rst eigenpair for the Laplaian in D0 with Dirihlet boundary ondition. Then u0would satisfy the di�erential equation in (1) with the boundary onditions u0(1�h) = 0and u00(1) being �nite (sine ru(z; �) = (1� z2)1=2u0(z)(�z os �;�z sin �; (1� z2)1=2)).If we write �0 = �0(�0 + 1), then u0 =  p�0 where  is a non-zero onstant and p�0 isthe Legendre funtion of degree �0 of the �rst kind [5: p.165℄ with �0 being hosen sothat p�0 has z = 1� h to be its largest zero in (�1; 1). The other boundary onditionis naturally held by p�0 sine p0�0(z) = 12 (��)(�0 + 1)F (1 � �0; �0 + 2; 2; 1�z2 ) as wellas F (1� �0; �0 + 2; 2; 0) = 1 where F is the herpergeometri series [5: p.193, 197, 238℄.Now let Pn be the Legendre polynomial of degree n, zn denote the largest (the n-th)zero of Pn in (�1; 1). Then we haveTheorem 3.(i) lima!1�h �a = �0 and �0 � �a for all a in [� 12h; 1� h).(ii) If 1� h = zn for some integer n > 0, then �0 = n(n+ 1).(iii) If zn < 1� h < zn+1, then n(n+ 1) < �0 < (n+ 1)(n+ 2).Proof. By a straight modi�ation of [7, p. 551/Lemma℄ and the dereasing prop-erty of �a in Theorem 2, the result of statement (i) is established (also, see [8℄). Weneed only to treat the latter half of the theorem.It is well known that Pn satis�es the di�erential equation in (1) over (�1; 1) with� = �n = n(n+1) and it has exatly n distint zeros in (�1; 1) for n 2 N. Also, we ouldview (�n; Pn) as the �rst eigenpair of the di�erential equation in (1) over (zn; 1) withPn(zn) = 0, P 0n(1) being �nite. If 1�h = zn for some n, then u0 = Pn in [1�h; 1℄ and�0 = n(n+ 1). On the other hand, from Sturm's Fundamental Theorem we know thatzn is inreasing as n inreases [4: p. 225℄. If 1�h 2 (zn; zn+1) for some positive integern, then Pn+1 would be a trial funtion for the Rayleigh quotient assoiated with �0 over(1 � h; 1℄. Similarly, u0 would be a trial funtion for the Rayleigh quotient assoiatedwith �n = n(n+ 1) over (zn; 1℄. Hene we have n(n+ 1) < �0 < (n+ 1)(n+ 2). Thisompletes the proofIn [6℄, zn is tabulated from n = 2 to n = 16:z2 �= 0:57735z3 �= 0:77460z4 �= 0:86114z5 �= 0:90618z6 �= 0:93247
z7 �= 0:94911z8 �= 0:96029z9 �= 0:96816z10 �= 0:97390z11 �= 0:97823

z12 �= 0:98156z13 �= 0:98418z14 �= 0:98628z15 �= 0:98799z16 �= 0:98940:



1084 Chie-Ping ChuWe observe that when 1� h near 1 (that is, a small ap), �0 is very sensitive to h (or,to the area of the ap). Also, when 1 � h < z2, the lower bound will not be available.Hene in Theorem 4 we give another form of the lower bound of �a by observing thatinff2Ha R a+ha [f 0(z)℄2dzR a+ha f2(z) dz = � = ��h�2(sine it is the �rst Dirihlet eigenvalue of f 00(z) + �f(z) = 0 in (a; a+ h)). Also, weuse the orresponding �rst eigenfuntion sin �(z�a)h as a trial funtion of the Rayleighquotient assoiated with �a to get an upper bound:Theorem 4. For a < 0, we have1� (a+ h)2 < �h��2�a < 1� a(a+ h)� (2�2 + 3)h26�2and for a � 0 we have1� (a+ h)2 < �h��2�a < 1� a(a+ h)� (2�2 + 3)h26�2 < 1� a2:However, from Theorem 1 we ould also give a somewhat improved lower bound.Letting � and M be as in Theorem 1, we haveCorollary 4. �a > minf1�M2; 1� a2g[ �2(M�a) ℄2.Proof. Sine (�; u) (this is the abbreviation of (�a; ua) is also the �rst eigenpairof the di�erential equation in (1) over (a; z0) with mixed boundary onditions u(a) =u0(z0) = 0, we have(minf1� z20 ; 1� a2g) Z z0a [u0(z)℄2dz < Z z0a (1� z2)[u0(z)℄2dz = � Z z0a u2(z) dz:Notie that 
 = h �2(z0 � a)i2 = infH R z0a [f 0(z)℄2dzR z0a f2(z) dz(sine it is the �rst eigenvalue of f 00(z) + 
f(z) = 0 over (a; z0) with mixed boundaryondition f(a) = f 0(z0) = 0), where H is the Sobolev spae onsisting of funtions inW 1;2(a; z0) that vanish at z = a. From Lemma 3 we know that 
 > [ �2(M�a) ℄2. Hene�a > (minf1� z20 ; 1� a2g)
 > (minf1�M2; 1� a2g)h �2(M � a)i2and the orollary is proved



Some Properties of Legendre Funtions 10854. On general surfaes of revolutionAs in Setion 3, a general surfae of revolution S will be parametrized as �(z; �) =(p(z) os �; p(z) sin �; z) for 0 � � < 2� and z 2 I, with Riemannian measure beingdA = pg dzd�, g(z; �) = g(z) = p2(z)[1 + (p0(z))2℄ where p(z) > 0 is a smooth funtionin an open interval I on the z-axis. We onsider the Dirihlet eigenvalue problems forthe "equal-area bands" on S:Let D� be a band on S parametrized by �(z; �) for 0 � � < 2� and z 2 (�; ��) � I.Then as before, on D�, the �rst Dirihlet eigenpair (��; u�) would satisfy�pg 11 + [(p0(z)℄2u0��0(z) = ���pgu�(z) with u�(�) = u�(��) = 0:After hanging the variable by y(z) = R z� pg(z) dz with � being the left end point of I,the area of D� = 2� Z ��� pg(z) dz = 2� Z +k dy = 2�kwith  = z�1(�), + k = z�1(��) and u�(z(y)) would satisfyddy hp2(y)du�dy i = ���u�(y) in (; + k)with Dirihlet boundary ondition. So�� = infw2H R +k p2(y)[w0(y)℄2dyR +k w2(y)dyand we ould get similar results as in Setion 3:Theorem 5. Let k = areaD�2� as above. Theninfz2(�;��)[p2(z)℄��k �2 � �� � supz2(�;��)[p2(z)℄��k �2for eah �.Also, sine y0(z) > 0 for z in I, we getTheorem 6. Suppose p is dereasing (inreasing respetively) in I. Then �� is adereasing (inreasing respetively) funtion of �. Moreover, the distane of two on-seutive zeros in I would be dereasing (inreasing respetively) as the zeros go larger.Aknowledgment. The auther would like to thank the referee and Prof. R. Finnfor some onstrutive suggestions.
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